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T"

e most recent studies on civil rights activism in Florida demyspopular notions of the ostensibly atypical southern state as
an aberration from the Deep South.' However, V.O. Key's
1949 characterization of the "tremendous gap in tempo epitomized in
the contrast between a sleepy, rural Old South county of northern
Florida and the bustling city of Miami" exemplified the widening gap
between the intrastate regions in the era following the Second World
War. As Miami Herald reporter Philip Meyer noted, "neither northern
nor typically southern, Miami is a kind of sociological time capsule sus
pended between two worlds."* Such characterizations as well as the

Chanelle Nyree Rose is a Ph.D. candidate in the department of history at the
University of Miami currently completingher dissertation on the black freedom struggle in Miami from 18961968. The author especially thanks Dr. Donald Spivey, Dr.
Clarence Taylor and Dr. Martin Brienen for their helpful suggestions. She also thanks
Timothy Barber at the Black Archives and Research Foundation of South Florida, Inc.
1. See David Colburn, Racial Change and Community Crisis: St. A u p t i n e , flarida,
1877-1980(New York: Columbia University Press, 1985);Charles U. Smith, ed.,
The Civil Rights Movement in FZorida and the United States (Tallahassee:Father and
Son Publishing, 1989);Glenda Alice Rabby, The Pain and the Promise: The Struggle
for Civil Rights in Tallahassee (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1999); Ben
Green, Before His Time: The Untold S t q of Hany T. Moore, America's First Civil
Rights Martyr (New York: Free Press, 1999);Robert W. Saunders Sr., Bridging the
Gap: Continuing the Florida NAACP Legacy of Hany T. Moore (Tampa: University
of Tampa Press, 2000);Abel A. Bartley, Keeping the Faith :Race, Politics, and Social
Develqpment in Jacksonville, &da,
1%@I970 (Connecticut: Greenwood Press,
2000).Tananarive Due and Patricia Stephens Due, Freedom in the Family: A
Mother-daughterM m i r ofthe Fzght for Civil Rzghts (NewYork: One World, 2003).
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prevailing image of the Magic City as a tropical paradise have limited
the scope of scholarly investigation of the black freedom struggle in
the southern region of the state. Miami NAACP leader Father
Theodore R. Gibson's refusal to relinquish the membership lists of
the local chapter during the Florida Legislative Investigation
Committee's (FLIC) probe for alleged Communists continues to
.~
the heavy emphasis on the proreceive the most a t t e n t i ~ n However,
tracted battle between the Miami chapter of the NAACP and the state
has obscured the integrationist efforts of the local branch that dtimately made it the chief target of the committee during the mid1950s,and Miami is not alone in its failure to recognize the role of the
NAACP in local integration battles. In his 1995 study of the civil rights
movement in Louisiana, Adam Fairclough observed that "most histories of the movement give it [the NAACP] a short shrift, barely mentioning it after the Brown decision save for an occasional comment
disparaging its effectivene~s."~A closer inspection of civil rights
activism in Miami reveals the critical role of the local NAACP. Gibson
infused the Miami NAACP with an aggressive integrationist spirit and
waged a fierce legal assault on the Jim Crow city after he assumed the
role as chapter president during the same year as the landmark 1954
Supreme Court decision. Under his leadership, the local chapter
became one the most active branches in the state. The NAACP forced
the desegregation of the city's schools, buses, golf clubs, parks, swimming pools and beaches by the late 1950s.
The study of Miami's civil rights movement contributes to the
canon of local case studies that challenge the Montgomery - t e Selma
classical narrative while reexamining the traditional view of the
NAACP as conservative and highIighting the diversity of the southern
movement in the Sunshine ~tate."ter
the Brown decision, Gibson
2.

3.

4.
5.

V.O.Key, Southern Politics in the State and Nation (NewYork: A. A. Knopf, 1949),
92; Philip Meyer. "Optimismwith Tinge of Unrest" in Miami Nepoes: A Study
in Depth (Miami Herald, 1968), 4.
See Steven F. Lawson, Civil Rights Crossroads: Nation, Community and the Black
Freedom Stmggb (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 2003) 196216;
Clarence Taylor, Black Religzous Intellectuals: The Fight for Equalilyfimn Jim Crow to
the Twenty-First Century (New York: Routledge, 2002); 94117; Bonnie Stark,
"McCarthyismin Miami: CharleyJohns and the Florida Legislative Investigation
Committee,July 1956 to July 1965 (MA thesis, University of Florida, 1985).
Adam Fairclough, Race and Democracy: The Civil Rights Struggle in Louisiana,
1915-1972 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1995), xiv.
Noted local case studies that challenge this classical narrative and reevaluate the
traditional role of the NAACP include Adam Fairclough, Race and Denwmaq;
William Chafe, Civilities and Civil Rights: Greensboro, Nurth Carolina and the Black
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elevated the fight against racial discrimination under the newly reinvigorated NAACP. Despite Miami's Deep South traits and Cold War
repression that mirrored other parts of the state, its rapid demographic change, urbanization, high percentage of transplanted northerners,
and emergence as the nation's leading tourist destination fostered a
relatively moderate racial climate that contributed to the high profile
of the NAACP. South Florida's post-WWII transformation widened
the rural-urban cleavage within the state and influenced the course of
race relations that contributed to Miami's peculiar racial climate. The
high profile of the local NAACP-led civil rights movement sheds light
on unresolved questions regarding the "southerness" of Florida.
An investigation of the role of the NAACP emphasizes the
postwar emergence of an aggressive black middle-class cohort of
ministerial, professional and business leaders that was essential to
the fight for racial equality. Gibson, like other NAACP leaders,
traced his early activism to civic and church-based organizations
that reflected an organizing tradition in South Florida's ethnically
diverse black comrnunitie~.~
The black leadership's fight against

6.

Stmggk for Freedom (NewYork: Oxford University Press, 1980);John Dittmer, The
Strugglefor Civil Rights in Mississippi (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994);
Charles M. Payne, I've Got the Light of Freedom: The Organizing Tradition and the
Mississippi Freedom Struggle (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995);
Stephen G.N. Tuck, Bcyond Atlanta: The Struggle for Racial Equality in Georgia,
1940-1980 (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2001).
Although the history of early activism in Miami's multicultural black community
is beyond the scope of this article, the strong presence of West Indian immigrants
in the city's emerging tourist Mecca contributed to a mosaic of protest that illustrates how broadly contested ideas of Black Nationalism, racial equality, identity
and citizenship shaped the struggle for racial advancement during the early twentiethcentury. Blacks contested white supremacy in a variety of ways through
organizations like the militant Negro Uplift Association (NUA), Bahamian dominated Universal Negro Improvement Association (UNIA), Colored Board of
Trade (CBT) and Negro Civic League (NCL). The development of a militant,
moderate and conservative black tradition within these organizations underscored the multifaceted forms of struggle for racial empowerment. For other
works that examine South Florida's early Bahamian influence see, Raymond
Mohl, "Black Migrants: Bahamians in Early Twentieth Century Miami" Florida
Historical @art+ 65 (1987): 271-279; Michael Craton and Gail Saunders, eds,.
I s l a n h in the Stream: A History of the Bahamian People. (Athens: University of
Georgia Press, 1992); Melanie Shell-Weiss, "They All Came From Someplace
Else": Miami, Florida's Immigrant Communities, 18961970 (Ph.D. Dissertation,
Michigan State University, 2002); "Coming North To The South: Migration,
Labor And City-Building In Twentieth-Century Miami," JZorih Historical Qumtm-8
84 (Summer 2005), 7999. On widespread early black protest in Florida before
the 1930s and 1940s see Paul Ortiz, Emanczpation Betrayed: The Hidden Histmy of
Black Organiring and White ViolPnce in Elondujkm Recmtruction to the Bloody Election
of 1920 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005).
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racial discrimination paralleled the appearance of a burgeoning
small left-wing interracial coalition of laborites, militant blacks and
radical Jews. The left-wing political activism of these civil rights
activists remains outside the scope of this article. However, Miami
never experienced the broad labor-based black freedom struggle
that developed in places like Winston-Salem or Memphis. As Eric
Tschescholok and Raymond Mohl contend, Cold War repression
ultimately thwarted the growth of such a strong alliance in ~ i a m i . '
Revered Edward T. Graham, a prominent African American civil
rights leader and pastor of the city's largest black Baptist church,
supported the efforts of the Miami Civil Rights Congress (CRC)
and routinely offered his church as a meeting place for its leadership. Yet Graham, like many other black leaders, maintained an
uneasy relationship with the CRC because of its reputation as an
Even though prominent
alleged Communist front organi~ation.~
leaders of the black middle-class embraced a Cold War liberalism
that shunned the radical left, they kept the struggle for racial
equality in the forefront of the movement. In effect, the origin of
7.

8.

See Eric Tscheschlok, "So Goes the Negro": Race and Labor in Miami, 19401963," norida Historical Quarter1.y 76 (Summer 1997):42-67. Tscheschlok also
argues that the city's ethnic diversity, transient workforce, tourist based service economy and damaging racial policies of the Congress of Industrial
Organization (CIO) hindered the kind of mass unionization that Robert
Korstad and Michel K. Honey unearthed in their respective studies. For a
detailed look at left-wing Jewish civil rights activism, the Miami Civil Rights
Congress (CRC) and Cold War repression in Miami see Raymond Mohl, South
of the South, Jewish Activists and the Civil Rzghts Movement in Miami, 1945-1960
(Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 2004). See also Thomas A. Castillo,
"Miami's Hidden Labor History," Florida Historical QuarterZy 82 (Spring 2004) :
438-467. This study of Miami's early labor history (19141925) underscores
racial tensions that weakened unionism. For works that accentuate the
strengths of interracial unionism in Miami, despite racial hostility and repression see Alex Lichtenstein, "Scientific Unionism" and the "Negro question":
Communists and the Transport Workers Union in Miami, 19441949" in
Robert H. Zieger, Southern Labm in Transition (Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press, 1997). 58-85.
In 1950, Rev. Graham, head of the Labor Relations Committee of the NSC,
negotiated a backdoor agreement with a local union to provide jobs for
"qualified black craftsmen," pending the cancellation of an ensuing protest
organized by members of the Miami CRC and Progressive Party. The minister
seemingly regretted reaching the settlement after various black workers and
labor activists from the CRC regarded the compromise as a sell-out. Graham
strongly believed that fostering more conciliatory relations with the union
would improve negotiations and provide more jobs for black painters. At this
time, he was labeled as a subversive along with leftist leaders of the CRC. See
Matilda "Bobbi" Graff, "The Historic Continuity of the Civil Rights
Movement," in South ofthe South, 89.
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black protest among modern civil rights leaders like Gibson and
Graham developed within local groups outside the political left
that organized behind voter registration, better housing, and job
discrimination during the 1940s.
For most historians, the modern civil rights struggle seems far
removed from Miami. At the height of the struggle Miami's postwar rapid urbanization, heavy dependence on tourism, high percentage of transplanted northerners, and relatively moderate race
relations reinforced the popular notion of the Sunshine State as a
southern anomaly. A population explosion associated with South
Florida's growth in wartime military bases ushered in a tourist
boom as a significant influx of returning soldiers associated the
Magic City with glamorous images of a dreamlike tropical parad i ~ e Between
.~
1940 and 1950, the city experienced a dramatic
increase from 172,000 to 294,000 people and by the mid-1950s
Miami exceeded Jacksonville as Florida's largest city with almost
half a million residents.1° Despite this growth, the influence of the
city's black population waned as the influx of transplanted northern Jews and Caribbean immigrants increased. The percentage of
blacks in the Miami population dropped from 18.5 in 1940 to 1'7.2
per cent in 1980 and contrasted sharply with more heavily concentrated areas in rural counties of North and West Florida. One
scholar suggested that in South Florida, the absence of a plantation economy, the small black population, the tourist economy,
and an increasing ethnic diversity moderated racial hostility."

"Miami Worries about Another Boom." Life 18 (1945), 63-66. The magazine
noted, "Soldiers, sailors, war workers and tourists were all looking in vain for
places to stay." For a more detailed look at the impact of WWII see Michael
Gannon, The New History of Rorida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida,
1996); 323-344. In 1965, the N m Y d Times noted that despite the growth of
other industries in Miami, "much of the county's economic activity is dependent on tourism and the vacation dollar." Agnes Ash, "Silver Lining Along the
Gold Coast" New York Times,January 31, 1965.
10. Deborah Dash Moore, To the Golden Cities: Pursuing the American Jauish Dream
in Miami and L.A. (New York: Free Press, 1994), 25. Northern Jews constituted many of the city's newcomers and over seventy percent of Jews migrating
south settled in Miami and Miami Beach during this period.
11. James W. Button, Blacks and Social Change:Impact of the Civil Rights Movement in
Southern Communities (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1989), 67.
V.O. Key's juxtaposition of South Florida's bustling Magic City with the more
conservative rural Old South counties of northern Florida exemplified the
widening gap between both regions. V.O.Key, Southern Politics in the State and
Nation (New York: A. A. Knopf, 1949), 92.

9.
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Prominent African American civil rights leaders likewise observed
that the racial climate in Miami differed from more hostile atmosphere in other southern cities. In the 1950s Martin Luther King Jr.,
frequently vacationed at the renowned "Colored Only" Virginia Key
Beach. Reflecting on their experiences in Miami, King's former
spokesmanJunius Griffin recalled, "Those of us who were used to the
charged atmosphere of the civil rights movement found it relaxing."12
City leaders maintained a vested interest in securing Miami's
tourist economy and cultivated its image as a tropical paradise. As
Steven Lawson contended, southern communities in Miami, Atlanta
and Houston "hoped to cast an image as part of the progressive New
South" during the civil rights struggle. Modernizing elites in these
cities seldom became leading advocates of racial egalitarianism, but
they tolerated minimal changes to the status quo to maintain peaceful race relations.13 Despite the more moderate brand of race relations in Florida's most alluring city, Miami NAACP secretary Ruth
Perry saw through the public relations efforts and asserted that
Miami [had] "an appearance of more liberality and freedom than
actually exists."14 As blacks understood, the city's tourist veneer
masked the plight of African Americans subjected to the same harsh
Jim Crow conditions as their southern counterparts.
Like the daily offenses of Jim Crow in other parts of the state,
black Miamians sat at the back of the bus, used segregated water
fountains, attended inadequate schools and lived in deplorable
housing-constant reminders of their second-class status. Blacks
routinely suffered the indignity of taking the courthouse stairs to pay
taxes because they were not allowed to ride the elevator. The
University of Miami denied blacks admittance until 1961. As late as
1965, local ordinances forced blacks to carry identification cards on
Miami Beach. A local black resident recalled, "The big black acts
played the hotels on Miami Beach, then early each morning headed
to the Mary Elizabeth" because "out-of-town black entertainers, no
matter how big the name, could stay no place else in Miami.15
Despite the existence of small bustling black communities in Miami,
12. Catesby Leigh and Pete Collins, Miami Nms, February 2, 1988.
13. Steven Lawson, Civil Rights Crossroads, 218. See also Elizabeth Jacoway and
David Colburn, eds., Southm Businessmen and Desegregation, (Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State University Press, 1981).
14. Ruth Perry Papers at the University of South Florida (USF) Tampa Library,
Special Collections, "AlongFreedom's Road,"Miami Times,June 15, 1957.
15. The Miami Herald, June 16, 1983.
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most blacks were confined to the sector northwest of the tracks in an
area that became known as "Colored Town" (later called
Overtown).'%ounting
racial tensions over black expansion into
adjacent white areas climaxed during a spate of 1951 bombings that
targeted African Americans, Jews and Catholics, a reflection of the
growth of white terrorism that engulfed Florida during this period.17
Miami's oppressive Jim Crow conditions came under increasing attack with the emergence of a new black middle-class leadership following World War 11. Much like other parts of the South,
heightened black protest during the war and the federal government's gradual shift toward racial liberalism emboldened black
Miamians in their struggle for racial equality. During the postwar
period Miami acquired increasing national recognition for its
racial progress when the city set aside Virginia Key Beach as a
"Colored Only" recreation area, hired five African American
policemen and appointed the first black judge in the South since
R e c o n s t r u c t i ~ n .Blacks
~~
gained these concessions through interracial cooperation between influential whites and distinguished
leaders like Father John. E. Culmer, Miami's most prominent
black leader during the 1930s and 1940s.
The Bahamian-born Episcopal priest adopted a program of
"Afro-Christian Liberalism" that eschewed radical politics and
embraced New Deal liberalism. His conciliatory actions produced
16. Paul S. George, "Colored Town: Miami's Black Community, 1896-1940,"
FZon'da Historical Quarter4 56 (April 1978): 432447. A 1952 Peabody Report o n
slum conditions in Miami's most heavily concentrated black areas found that
in Overtown, Coconut Grove, Liberty City and Brownsville blacks confronted,
"housing shortages, high rents, lack of space and physical inadequacies." See
Warren M. Banner, An Appraisal of Progress, 1943-1953 (Department of
Research and Community Projects: National Urban League, 1953), 20. In
addition, the continued use of the at-large elections also politically marginalized black Miamians. See Raymond Mohl, "The Pattern of Race Relation in
Miami Since the 1920s" in David R. Colburn and Jane Landers (eds.), The
African American Heritage (Gainesville: University of Florida, 1995), 338; Daryl
B. Harris, The Lopc of Black Urban Rebellions: Challenging the Djnamics of White
Domination in Miami (Connecticut: Praeger, 1999), 70.
17. "Blacks, Jews Targets of Terrorism in Miami in 1951," The Miami Times, 8
December 1951; Lenox Teresa, "The Carver Village Controversy," Tequesta 50
(1990), 39-51; Stetson Kennedy, "Miami: Anteroom to Fascism" The ATution
173 (December 22, 1951), 546-47. Ben Green, Before His Time, 154.
18. Florida Senator Claude Pepper described Judge Thomas' appointment over
the all-black court as "the second stage of an experiment initiated in Miami
in 1944, when that city-for the first time in the history of the South-appointed
Negroes to its police force." "A Tribute to the Honorable Lawson E. Thomas,"
Congressional Record - House February 22, 1988.
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results including a successful push for better housing.lg Culmer
and other leading ministers of the Interdenominational Ministers'
Alliance (IMA) also launched a voter registration campaign to
politically empower black Miamians without inflaming racial passions during the 1939 Democratic primary. However, by the late
1940s, some African American leaders had become critical of what
they saw as Culmer's accommodationist style and viewed the city's
progressive advancements as symbols of racial tokenism. Garth
Reeves, a black WWII veteran and Miami Times editor, contended
that employing black policemen "really wasn't integration. It was
just the white city fathers putting into place a sub-level police force
to deal with the crime problems in the Black community that they
couldn't handle."20 Rev. Edward Graham described the newly
appointed Judge Lawson Thomas' jurisdiction over an exclusively
black court as "a new pattern of segregation."*'
The growing frustrations of Reeves and Graham reflected the
sentiment of prominent members of the newly organized
Brownsville Improvement Association (BIA), the Dade County
Negro Teachers' Association, the Dade County Young Democratic
Association (DCYDA) and the Negro Service Council (NSC), a
forerunner to the Greater Miami Urban League. The leaders of
these organizations eschewed older methods of accommodation
and began challenging racial discrimination by focusing on important local issues such as slum clearance, the equalization of teachers' salaries, better housing and improved schools.22 Their tactics
19. Taylor, Black Relzgbu~Intellectuals, 38. Leomi S. Culmer, "Expose and Liberty
Square," unpublished in Culmer Papers, Black Archives, Miami, Florida. St.
Agnes served as the bedrock of religious and social life while providing a refuge
from the city's hostile racial climate. During the Great Depression, the church
established an "Unemployment Relief Station" that provided food for needy
families during the high unemployment months and housed federally funded
programs like the Federal Sewing project, which offered employment for "scores
of women."John E. Culmer Family Papers, Black Archives, Miami, Florida.
20. "Garth Reeves," Miami Times 20 February 1997.
21. "Brotherhood Week" Miami Times, 19 February 1949; David H. Cohen, "The
Development and Efficacy of the Negro Police and Court of the City of
Miami," (M.A. thesis, University of Miami, 1953).
22. "Greater Miami Urban League" Miami Times, 3 May 1952; Hugh D. Price, The
Negro and Southern Politics: A Chaptm of Fbnda History, (New York: New York
University Press, 1957);GilbertL. Porter and Leedell W. Neyland, The Histmy of
the Florida State Teachers Association (Washington:National Education Association,
1977); Caroline Emmons, "'Not a Single Battle but Rather a Real War": The
Fight to Equalize Teachers' Salaries in Florida in the 1930s and 1940s" Flarida
Historical Qwlrterb 81 (Spring 2003) : 418440.Hubert C. Reynolds v. Board ofpublic
Instruction for Da& County, FL, 148 Federal Reporter 2ndSeries, 754 (1942).
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ranged from spearheading large voter registration drives and the
election of black candidates for local public office to protesting
racial segregation. Although these black middle class leaders
maintained their distance from the city's newly emerged radical
left during the rise of Cold War hysteria and political repression,
they established a network of communication among black
activists that would prove vital to the movement during the 1950s.
Like other southern communities, Miami had an established
tradition of strong black ministerial leadership in political affairs
that gained momentum after Father Theodore R. Gibson became
rector of Christ Episcopal Church in 1945. As an altar boy at St.
Agnes Episcopal Church in Overtown, Gibson had served under
the leadership of Father Culmer. Through his observations of
Culmer, Gibson learned that "white men would listen to a Negro
minister when they wouldn't listen to any other ~ e g r o . " ~ "
Convinced that the ministerial profession would provide the best
opportunity to serve his people, Gibson attended Bishop Payne
Divinity School in Petersburg, Virginia, before accepting the position as priest at Christ Episcopal Church in Coconut Grove.
Gibson's activism became immediately apparent and his widow
remembered that he "started teaching us that from day one that he
was going to be a part of the community and wasn't going to be
confined to the church."24 In 1948, Gibson and white housing
reformer Elizabeth Virrick helped found the interracial Coconut
Grove Citizens Committee for Slum Clearance (CGCSC) to bolster
their struggle for housing reform in the black Grove. They made
significant gains in sanitation and health reform measures that
included sewage disposal, running water and garbage c ~ l l e c t i o n . ~ ~
While Virrick emerged as Miami's "number one slum fighter,"
Gibson extended his struggle beyond housing to challenging other
forms of racial discrimination after he developed close ties with
THE

23. Jack Mann, "The Defender ...In Priestly Garb," Miami Herald, December 4,
1968. Distinguished members of the IMA included Reverend J.R. Evans of
Mount Zion Baptist Church, Rev. J. W. Drake of St.Johns Baptist Church and
Rev. H.W. Fayson of Greater Bethel A.M.E. See also Culmer "Keeping the
Record Straight" in "Black and White," Culmer Papers, Black Archives, Miami
Box 1, File 10.
24. Thelma Gibson Interview with author, 23 October 1998.
25. Raymond Mohl, Elizabeth Virrick and the 'Concrete Monsters': Housing
Reform in Postwar Miami" Tequesta 61 (2001) 5-37.Miami Times,January 22.
1949. See also Carita Swanson Vonk, Theodore R Gibson, Priest, Prophet and
Politician (Miami, Fla.: Little River Press, 1999).
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Edward T. Graham, the newly appointed pastor of Mount Zion
Baptist Church, Miami's largest African American Baptist congregation.
Like Gibson, Graham viewed the black church as an institution that "must lend itself to responsibilities outside of the formal
sanctuary w ~ r s h i ~ . " ~ " n1949, the local Ku Klux Klan burned a
cross on his front lawn when he defied racial custom by speaking
at a white church during Brotherhood Week. In spite of increasing threats from hostile whites, Graham continued to speak out
against racial injustice. Graham partnered with Gibson to petition
the Dade County School Board for improvements in the city's
deteriorating black schools. Both ministers accused the board of
blatant "neglect and indifference" and reminded board members
that while most blacks remained patient, many "are becoming
pretty tired of such treatment and want action."27 Their contest
for improved schools paralleled the unsuccessful battle waged by
local businessman and BIA president Neal Adams against the
board's plan to remove black families from their neighborhood to
make way for a white school.28 While Graham and Gibson maintained close ties to the black ministerial leadership, they also
formed alliances with civic organizations like the BIA to bolster
the fight against racial injustice.
Both ministers became part of a black middle-class leadership
of doctors, lawyers, professionals and businessmen committed to
achieving first-class citizenship in Miami. They joined organizations like the King of Clubs, the city's largest and most reputable
black men's club that included such notables as Judge Lawson E.
Thomas, Stafford G. Dames, district manager of the Miami branch
of the Afro-American Life Insurance Company and Dr. Elmer
Ward, owner of the largest Economy Drug store in Miami and pres-

26. "Mount Zion Baptist Church," iViami Daily Naus, Sunday, 23 July 1950. Miami
Times, 19 February 1949. The former pastor J.R. Evans supported the local
UNL4 movement during the 1920s and played a leading role in the IiMA's
voter registration campaign the following decade.
27. "Citizens Ask Action By Board" Miami Times, 10 November 1951. Both ministers also served on the interracial Slum Clearance Committee to improve the
plight of black Miamians living in deplorable conditions. M.A. F. Ritchie,
"'The Fourth 'R' in Miami: A City Works at Human Relations" N m South 7
(1952), 1-8.
28. John Lantigua, "Neal Adams, Grocer, Politician, Black Leader" Miami Herald,
28 March 1996. "Brown Sub-division Parents Ask for New School Building,"
Miami Times, 4 March 1949.
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ident of the Dade County Young Democratic Association
(DCYDA). As the struggle for racial equality intensified, the club,
organized in 1930, invited prominent activists like African
American labor leader A. Philip Randolph and George S. Mitchell,
executive director of the Southern Regional Council, to speak on
civil rights issues at mass church meetings during its annual winter
forum series.2gOther advocates of racial empowerment were the
Northwest Miami Junior Chamber of Commerce, the Algonquin
Club, Liberty City Parent-Teacher Association (PTA) and
Friendship Garden and Civic Club.3o
As the first director of the Negro Service Council (NSC),
Graham worked closely with community leaders like Elmer Ward
of the DCYDA, to combat job discrimination, juvenile delinquency
and racial injustice. The NSC successfully integrated Jackson
Memorial Hospital in 1952.~' The following year Ward and Gibson
called for the desegregation of the Dade County Auditorium after
the internationally renowned black opera singer Marion Anderson
performed at the lecture theater before an interracial audience
without incident in 1952. They received strong support from the
Anti-Defamation League (ADL), National Council of Christians
and Jews (NCCJ) and Dade County Council on Community
Relations (DCCCR). In response to the City Commission's refusal
to adopt a non-discriminatory policy, Ward retorted, "The Negro
delegation considers this action a direct challenge to our desire to
achieve the status of first-class citizenship on all fronts."32At this
time, Ward and Gibson bolstered the fight for black political representation to strengthen the freedom struggle.
With the aid of Gibson as vice-president, Ward spearheaded
the DCYDA's effort to energize voter registration and politically
29. The King of Clubs, The Twentieth Annual Forum Year Book, 1950. Black
Archives, Miami, Florida, Box 1.
30. Marie White, Society in Miami," Crisis 49 (March 1942) : 90; Address Delivered
by Kelsey E. Collie on the Occasion of the Algonquin Club's 50thAnniversary,
Overtown Collection - Black Organizations, Black Archives, Miami, Florida.
Real estate broker Chas Thompson, a prominent member of the black elite,
stated that "being a tourist city colored Miami enjoys the benefits coming
from America's leading Negro business and professional men and women
whose vacation is regarded as incomplete without a stay in the Magic City."
Chas Thompson, "The Growth of Colored Town," Crisis, 49 (March 1942): 83.
31. Elmer Ward, "Why I am a Member of the Greater Miami Urban League"
Mami Times, 1'7 May 1952; "Negro Physicians to Practice at Jackson," Miami
Tims, 23 February 1952.
32. "Black Tuesday for Human Relations," Miami Times, 14 February 1953.
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empower black Miamians. The non-partisan organization
emerged during a critical period in Florida's black freedom struggle after the militant state NAACP leader Harry T. Moore organized the Progressive Voters League (PVL) in 1944. As a result of
Moore's tireless efforts, black voter registration in Florida dramatically increased from 20,000 in 1944 to 128,000 in 1954.33 In
Miami, the DCYDA organized large voter registration drives, held
political mass meetings at local black churches and routinely published full-page endorsements of black and white progressive candidates in the Miami Times, the city's black owned newspaper. In
1949, the association backed black trade unionist O.L. Nickerson,
the second African American to run for a seat on the five-member
City Commission following Sam Solomon. Despite Nickerson's
defeat, a campaign organizer observed, "The campaign caused
many new registrants and as a whole got the colored citizens more
political minded and vote c o n s c i ~ u s . "During
~~
the 1953 municipal city elections, the DCYDA supported Miami NAACP lawyer
Grattan Ellesmere (G.E.) Graves and the racially moderate attorney Abe Aronovitz, the city's first Jewish mayor.
The 1946 arrival of G.E. Graves shortly after his graduation
from Howard University Law School invigorated the fight for integration in Miami and provided a visible opponent for segregationists. Graves received death threats from the Klan for his role in
spearheading the legal counsel during the struggle to gain access
to public venues that included the Orange Bowl, Miami's downtown public library, and the municipally owned Miami Springs
Country Club golf course. Arlington Sands, Miami Times columnist
and activist member of the waning local Civil Rights Congress
(CRC) described Graves as "a militant lawyer who has contributed
much to the making of justice and fair play in this
33. Hugh Price, The Negro and Southern Politics: A Chapter in norida Politics, 23, 200.
Price observed, "Jacksonvilleand Miami had the largest groups of Negro registrants in the state in 1944, and both have had a number of more or less permanently organized voting leagues that have served as intermediaries
between white candidates and the Negro population."
34. "Negro to Enter City Commission Race," Miami Times, 17 September 1949;
"Nickerson Runs 1 3 in~ City Election," Miami Times, 19 November 1949. In
1951,John A. Diaz, Florida editor of the Pittsburg Courier and board member
of the DCYDA ran for a seat on the five-member city commission. "21
Candidates Attend Mass Meeting at Bethel," Miami Times, 27 October 1951.
35. Arlington Sands, "Attorney G.E. Graves," Miami Times, 17 October 1953.
"Negroes Ask 3,000 Bowl Seats," lMiami Times, 11June 1949. "Threat Received
By Negro Lawyer," The Miami Times, 16 April 1949.
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Although Graves' campaign loss reflected the political marginalization of black Miamians excluded from public office until the late
1960s, his efforts to dismantle Jim Crow demonstrated the
NAACP's more activist stance.
Internal strife, small membership and poor leadership hindered the Miami branch of the NAACP. One observer labeled the
Miami NAACP a conservative organization with "Uncle Tom" leadership, and local blacks looked to the national organization for
assistance in addressing racial conflict. In 1932, several members
of Miami's black elite contacted NAACP national headquarters
after the white establishment barred them from voting in the city's
Democratic primary. Five years later, local prominent businessman Stafford G. Dames contacted the NAACP and American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) following the acquittal of Miami policemen who shot and killed his 19-year old son.36
In the early postwar years, however, the local chapter showed
signs of activity. 1946, the NAACP joined other civic groups in
organizing a boycott against a local grocery store after the owner's
two sons brutally attacked a black WWII veteran. That same year,
black leaders chartered a new NAACP branch in Liberty City after
Florida NAACP leader Harry T. Moore gave an "inspiring address"
in South ~ l o r i d a . ~The
'
bombing of Moore's house on Christmas
night in 1951, coupled with the spate of attacks in Miami, revitalized the local chapter's fight against white supremacy. As one
NAACP official asserted, "Our answer to this terrorism should be
an overwhelming flow of memberships and a mass turnout to
Moore's funeral to show the culprits we don't scare easily."
According to the militant activist Matilda "Bobbi" Graff, who
joined the NAACP's executive board after the decline of the Civil
Rights Congress, the local branch held services at a church in
Overtown and organized the largest interracial march in the history of Miami despite the objections of the national headquarters.38
Moore's death inspired the activism of Miami NAACP secretary
Ruth W. Perry, one of the chapter's most vocal white officials. As the
36. Mohl, South of the South, 44; Miami CRC leader "Bobbi" Graff described the
organization as conservative with an '"Uncle Tom' leadership." Caroline
Emmons, "Flame of Resistance: The NAACP in Florida, 1910-1960" (Ph.D.
diss., Florida State University, 1998). Emmons addresses the racial obstacles
that contributed to the Miami chapter's late establishment in 1935.
37. Miami Times, 19 October 1946; Green, Befme His Time, 112,126.
38. Graff, "The Historic Continuity of the Civil Rights Movement," 98.
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newly appointed radio broadcaster of WMBM's Sunday program in
1953, Perry exposed the hypocrisy of American democracy and
came under serious attack from local hostile whites." During his
brief stint as chapter president, Reverend Graham invited Thurgood
Marshall, chief councel and director of the NAACP's Legal Defense
and Educational Fund, to speak at his church about another act of
injustice, the Groveland case, commonly referred to as "Florida's
Little Scottsboro." As further evidence of increased activism, the
NAACP's legal attack against the all-white craft union resulted in the
successful integration of the all-black Trowel Trades union into the
Bricklayers, Masons, Plasters Local 7 of Dade County. Miami's black
construction tradesmen viewed contacting the Miami branch as the
most effective way to redress their grievances because of its more
conspicuous role in the local black freedom struggle.40
Gibson became president in 1954--an auspicious year-and
his dynamic leadership carried the local branch to a new level of
activism. Clarence Taylor argued that while Father John E.
Culmer "adopted the politics of accommodation, Gibson became
the symbol of the militant integrationist m ~ v e m e n t . "He
~ ~ challenged the conservative black leadership's conciliatory approach
and viewed direct confrontation with Miami's white establishment
as the most effective way to gain results. The Supreme Court's
Brown ruling, heightened black protest, and mounting attacks on
the institutional structure of white supremacy emboldened the
Episcopalian priest's effort to dismantle Jim Crow. Michael
Klarman asserted that the landmark ruling motivated litigation
and "prompted southern blacks to challenge Jim Crow more
aggressively than they might have done in the rnid-1950~."~*

39. Judith G. Poucher, "Raising Her Voice: Ruth Perry, Activist and Journalist for
the Miami NAACP," Ron'da Historical Quarter4 84 (Spring 2006): 517-540. In
the same year, the Miami branch demanded an investigation by the state
attorney following the mysterious disappearance of Clarence McDaniels, an
active NAACP member and popular radio announcer on WMBM. "State Atty.
Opens Investigation in McDaniels' Disappearance," Miami Times, 25 July
1953.
40. On the Groveland case, see Steven F. Lawson, David R. Colburn and Darryl
Paulson, "Groveland, Florida's Little Scottsboro," in The African Ammican
Heritage ofFlorida (Gainesville: University Press of Florida, 1995), 298-325. On
labor issues see Eric Tscheschlok, R a c ~and Labor, 61-64.
41. Clarence Taylor, Black Religious Intellectuals, 9495.
42. Michael Klarman, From Jim Crow to Civil Rights: The Supreme Court and the
Struggle for Racial Equalit) (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004) 369.
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As the new NAACP president, Gibson spoke out against the
city's painstakingly slow steps toward integration and racial discrimination. He refused to accept Miami Herald editor Jack
Kofoed's depiction of the local chapter as a "greedy, arrogant and
precipitous" organization fixated on fomenting a social revolution
despite the city's racial progress. In response to the editor's
scathing attack, Gibson declared, "The NAACP is not satisfied with
the changes already made, because they have been too long in
coming, have come about too far apart, and have been too bitterly won when they have arrived."43
Linking the NAACP with various existing community organizations and black activists, Gibson elevated the NAACP's integrationist fight. Members of the interracial executive committee
included Ruth Perry, a white librarian, who also served as secretary
of the state organization and vice president of the local branch;
Verne11 Albury, an African American professional and Lou Popps,
former black labor leader and treasurer of the local NAACP. Otis
James, manager of the Afro American Life Insurance Company,
became chairman of the Dade County Council of NAACP Branches
(DCCNB) in 1956. Neal Adams, president of the BIA, worked
closely with Liberty City branch president Richard Powell. NAACP
lawyer G.E. Graves, with the assistance of Edwin Davis, acquired a
reputation as Miami's leading attorney in civil rights cases.44
Under the direction of Miami Times editor Garth Reeves, the
black newspaper became a semi-official organ of the NAACP.
When outside pressure resulted in the cancellation of Perry's radio
broadcast on WMBM in 1956, Reeves offered her a weekly column
in the Miami Times entitled "Along Freedom's Road.'' This new
opportunity enabled the NAACP to maintain its voice in the community and reach a larger black audience. 45 While black businessmen like Reeves helped revitalize the Miami branch, the
organization received much support from the city's black church
leadership.
43. "RaceRelations Improving, But Not Fast Enough" Miami Herald, 2 December
1956.
44. Miami Branch NAACP Membership Campaign, March 8, 1954, Part 11: c-33,
NAACP Papers.
45. Poucher, "RaisingHer Voice,"525;Regardingthe significance of the newspaper as an instrument of social change, Reeves recalled that blacks [could]
"tella better more accurate story about the discrimination and prejudices that
they were visiting upon this community."
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The strong alliance between the NAACP and black ministers buttressed Miami's civil rights movement. Sociologist Aldon Morris'
depiction of the southern urban black church as a driving force
behind the civil rights organization sheds light on the Miami movement.46 Gibson and Graham, the newly elected president of the
In terdemoninational Ministerial Alliance (IMA) ,worked closely with
a group of local pastors to boost NAACP membership. Prominent
members of the black clergy who engaged in the local black freedom
struggle included A. Joseph Reddick of St. James AME church and
state president of the NAACP, Thedford Johnson of the St. John
Baptist Church and president of the Baptist Ministers' Council, J.N.
Byrd, pastor of Mount Tabor Baptist Church and chairman of several NAACP membership drives, and S.A. Cousins of Greater Bethel
AME church. Gibson encouraged pastors to set aside "NAACP
Sundays" to solicit membership and inform their congregation about
the activities of the organization. He maintained that "through the
churches a greater percentage of the masses can be told of the need
for SACRIFICING to obtain freedom."47 The hierarchical nature of
Miami's ministerial leadership, much like the NAACP, limited grassroots activism. Nevertheless, the IMA diligently fought against Jim
Crow laws, voter discrimination and other forms of racial oppression
that directly affected the black community at large. Under Graham's
leadership, the IMA provided financial support for black sanitation
workers during their strike against the city in 195'7.~~
While black ministers played a dominant role in the membership campaign, professional and business leaders, particularly
women, helped the NAACP exceed its goal of five thousand members in 1956.49 With the assistance of co-chairman Rev. J.N. Byrd,
46. Aldon Morris, The Origins of the Civil Rights Movement: Black Communities
Organizingfor Social Change (New York: Free Press, 1984), 15.
47. Theodore Gibson to Miami Pastors, March 8, 1954, Part 11, c-33 NAACP
Papers.
48. Miami Herald, 19July 1956. Miami's black ministerial leadership partnered with
the Dade County Young Democratic Association (DCYDA) to bolster voter registration preceding the 1956 spring primaries. Reverend J.N. Byrd, vice president of the DCYDA and executive board member of the Baptist Council,
helped facilitate cooperation between both organizations. Rev. Graham offered
his church as the headquarters for the newly formed Political Action
Committee chaired by Baptist Minister Council president ThedfordJohnson to
aid the voter registration drive in Miami. "Mass Voter Registration Drive,"
~WiamiTimes 4 February 1956; "Register Now," Miami Times 21 September 195'1.
49. "NAACP Drive for 5,000 Members," Miami Times 11 May 1957; "In Unity there
is Strength" Miami Times 18 February 1956.
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Chairman Marion Muldrow coordinated the participation of the
Miami, Liberty City, Homestead, and Perrine branches under the
newly established Dade County Council of NAACP Branches
(DCCNB). Much of the sponsorship for the membership drive
came from a special division of beauticians led by Mary Wilson,
president of the Beauty Shop Owners Guild and Louise Riley, president of Unit 55 Beauticians (a local organization of professional
black female beauticians). Robert Saunders, executive field secretary of the Florida NAACP, especially praised Miami for reaching
its membership goal.50
Over the next few years, Myrtle Davis, a retired Miami teacher
and president of the Florida Federation of Colored Women's Clubs
(FFCWC), strengthened the NAACP's integrationist fight in
Florida. African American women like Davis became what sociologist Belinda Robnett characterized as "bridge leaders" or women
who fostered close ties between the civil rights movement and the
black c ~ m m u n i t y .Much
~ ~ like other active black church women,
Davis assumed multiple roles in the church including fundraising,
teaching Sunday school and organizing women's missionary societies as an active member of Greater Bethel AME Church. As the
freedom fund chairman of the NAACP's 1958 membership drive,
Davis took the lead in raising the political consciousness of blacks
across the state with her fiery speeches. At the local chapter's membership breakfast Davis exclaimed: "This is a new America and we
are seeing the work of a New Negro. No longer will he walk to the
back seat of the progress train."52 Her statement reflected the invigorated spirit of local NAACP leaders who refused to tolerate segregation in city transportation and other public accommodation.
Miami's efforts dovetailed with public activism in other parts
of the state. In June 1956, Father Gibson threatened a local bus
boycott two weeks after Rev. C.K. Steele, president of the
Tallahassee Inter-Civic Council, was arrested while car pooling
blacks during the early stages of a mass protest against the state
50. Robert W. Saunders to Branch Officers and Members, September 11, 1956,
Part 111, C-23 NAACP Papers. Saunders declared, "Againwe must give credit
to the Miami branch which not only has gone over its 1956 membership goal,
but also has paid up its 1956 'FFF' quota."
51. Belinda Robnett, How Long? How Long? :Afica-Amen'can Women in the Struggle
for Civil Rights, 19.
52. Myrtle M. Davis , Miami-Florida Speech, "We Cannot Pay Enough to be Free,
June 22, 1958, Part 111, c23, NAACP Papers.
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capital's transportation system.53 Unlike Tallahassee, no particular
racial incident on Miami's buses sparked the chapter president's
initial threat, but the arrest of Rudolph Reid a day before Gibson's
announcement heightened rumors about a potential boycott.
NAACP activist Neal Adams paid the bond of the recent highschool graduate and NAACP youth leader following his arrest for
refusing to sit behind a white passenger on the city bus. The
Miami branch immediately held a mass meeting at St.James AME
church in Overtown to discuss the most effective plan for ending
bus segregation. NAACP officials grappled with the efficacy of the
boycott and possibility of making Reid a test case after attorney G.
E. Graves assumed legal counsel.
Although Adams gave "serious consideration to a boycott" the
city's fragmented black communities presented a serious impediment to a successful outcome and "he wished to be fairly certain
that such an action would be '90 to 100 percent effective."j4 The
Miami Times editorialized, "We can't see it for Miami. It might hurt
the very people it is intended to help."55 Various black leaders
viewed the boycott as untenable and the NAACP's announcement
alarmed prominent members of the conservative black elite who
traditionally worked with the white establishment to peacefully
resolve race problems. As the extremely hostile white power structure of Montgomery and Tallahassee energized mass protest,
Miami's more moderate racial climate emboldened the conservative black leadership and undermined the NAACP's initial call for
a bus boycott.j6
The pattern of conciliatory relations between the city's
black and white leadership established the NAACP as a more
radical organization that threatened the city's racial status quo.
Miami's image-conscious white civic elite strongly discouraged
any form of social unrest and sought ways to uphold segregation
without inciting racial violence. Keenly aware of city leaders'
aversion to racial violence, Father John Culmer led the conser53. "CityFaced by Boycott of Buses: NAACP Call for Integration," Miami Herald 8
June 1956.
54. "Dade's NAACP to Hear Boy's Bus Arrest Story," Miami Daily N m s 12 June
1956.
55. "Miami Held to Big for Bus Boycott," Miami Herald 17June 1956.
56. See Glenda Rabby, The Pain and the Promise: The Struggle for Civil Rights in
Tallahassee (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1999) 51; David Garrow,
Bearing the Cross: Martin Luther King Jr., and the Southern Christian Leadership
Confeence (New York: W . Morrow, 1986), 70.
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vative black opposition to the boycott. Tensions escalated during a private meeting between the local chapter and Negro
Citizens Service League (NCSL) . NCSL president Sam
Solomon, traditionally viewed as the militant leader of the city's
unprecedented black voter registration drive in late 1930s,
sided with his long-time nemesis Father C ~ l m e r Throughout
.~~
the meeting, Solomon accused the Miami branch of trying to
control the agenda while advising NAACP officials to seek legal
means only and repudiate any plans for mass protest if such
measures failed. He surmised, "Having enjoyed fine relations
with the white people here over the years, we now call upon them
and the bus officials to do everything within their power to restrain
bus drivers from allowing racial incidents to occur on buses."58
Mounting anti-boycott rhetoric from the conservative black elite
mitigated the NAACP's early call for mass protest.
Although Miami NAACP officials ultimately adopted a more
conservative course of action that deemed the boycott as a "last
resort," they launched a full-scale assault on Jim Crow that called
for the removal of segregation statutes and complete integration of
the city buses without compromise. If the Miami City Commission
and Florida Legislature ignored their demands, local NAACP leaders promised to carry the issue of racial segregation "as high as is
necessary'' to "have the laws changed so as to comply with the
Supreme Court decision of late." If city and state officials had any
doubts about the willingness of the NAACP to carry out its threats
of legal action, they were soon laid to rest. On October 12, 1956,
attorney Graves filed a class action lawsuit against the Miami
Transit Company and city commissioners on behalf of four female
black litigants.59 Their refusal to subject themselves to the humiliation of sitting at the back of the bus reflected the defiance of

57. Ralph J. Bunch, The Political Status of the Negro in the Age of EOR, ed. Dewey W.
Grantham (Chicago:University of Chicago Press, 1973), 307. On May 2, 1939,
Sam Solomon led an estimated 1,500 black Miamians to the polls in the city's
primary election despite cross burnings and a mock lynching by the Ku Klux
Klan. Father John E. Culmer criticized Solomon for discrediting the
Interdenominational Ministers' Alliance and receiving unwarranted acclaim
as a courageous noble figure who openly defied the Klan.
58. Bert Collier, "BoycottRejected by League,"Miami Herald, Thursday, 14 June
1956.
59. City to Get Bid to End Race Ban, Dade NAACP leaders Agree to Boycott as
Last Resort,"Miami Herald, 9 June 1956. Dr. John 0.Brown, NAACP activist
and president of the Miami Congress of Racial Equality (CORE), volunteered
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African American domestic workers who had protested the discriminatory treatment of white bus drivers since the early 1 9 4 0 s . ~ ~
While Tallahassee civil rights activists were debating their next
move after the favorable U.S. Supreme Court ruling on the
Montgomery bus boycott in December 1956, Graves told local
news reporters, "We are telling our people not to do anything until
our federal court suit is disposed of."61
The NAACP's legal approach discouraged grass-roots participation in the black community, but its court victory dealt a severe blow
to Jim Crow. On January 3, 1953, Federal Court Judge Emett C.
Choate ruled that Miami and Florida's bus segregation laws were
unconstitutional in light of the recent U.S. Supreme Court decision in
Montgomery. In an oral opinionJudge Choate stated, "I have no hesitation in saying that these segregation laws are unconstitutional and
hence unenforceable." Choate gave the city commission approximately ten days to answer his ruling.w In response to fears that Miami
would confront the kind of racial violence that Montgomery and
Tallahassee had experienced, secretary Ruth Peny stated, "We are
more cosmopolitan here and it is hoped, more liberal and democratic in our outlook. If we can elect Mr. John B. Orr Jr., we can ride
desegregated city buses without incident."63 After Choate's ruling,
Miami City Attorney George S. Okell stated that the Magic City "is not
and has not enforced segregation ordinances." 64 AS civil rights
activists across the state hailed the Miami ruling, NAACP leaders
immediately instructed blacks to ride the city buses without fear and

60.
61.
62.
63.
64.

his son as one of the plaintiffs involved in the local school desegregation suit
against and helped the NAACP find test cases for bus desegregation. John 0.
Brown, "Straight Talk with Audrey Finklestein," May 1997, Civil Rights Series
Part 1, Florida State Archives, Tallahassee, Florida.
In 1942, the Miami police arrested over twenty black maids for allegedly assaulting a white bus driver after he refused to stop long enough for another maid to
exit the bus. Miami Herald, "27 Maids Beat Riot Charge," 25 February 1942.
"Tallahassee Law on Buses is Defied ,"New York Times, 25 December 1956.
"Florida Bus Bias is Ruled Illegal," New Ymk Times,4 January 1957.
Perry, "Along Freedom's Road," Miami Times, 12January 1957, Perry Papers.
In 1956, the lone dissent .of liberal Representative John Orr of Dade County
against the four segregation bills alarmed the state legislature.
"Federal Judge Strikes Down Color Bar," Miami Times, 5 January 1956. Prior
to Okell's official pronouncement, he allegedly asked city officials if they
would consider losing $6,500 to delay their response until the tourist season
ended. City leaders seemingly opted to appease the NAACP rather than take
the financia1 risk. Robert W. Saunders to Gloster Current, January 19, 195'7,
NAACP Papers, Part 111, C23.
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assert their constitutional rights as equal citizens. Florida Agncultural
and Mechanical University (FAMU) students cited the Choate decision as evidence that Tallahassee's newly concocted bus seating assignment was uncon~titutional.~~
In a press release, NAACP proclaimed:
Whether or not racial segregation will continue on the
buses in Miami is now up to the Negro himself.. ..A few of
us have labored hard to make this a reality. The rest must
be done bv all of us. We now not only instruct you to sit
where you please, but we urge you to do so. Remember
that these civil rights which were obtained at a great
expense should not be made nullities because of indifference and unfounded fear."66
Miami's successful non-violent bus desegregation battle highlighted the NAACP's more visible role in the civil rights struggle. In
the wake of Judge Choate's ruling, Tallahassee civil rights leader
Rev. C.K Steele delivered an impassioned speech on the black freedom struggle at the Greater Bethel AME Church. After denouncing
the "Uncle Toms" and "cowards" among the black leadership for
cowering before the white establishment, Steel pointed out that
"every inch of ground that we have gained has been through the
courts of this land not because someone was gracious enough to give
something to us." Echoing Steel's comments on conservative blacks,
Gibson staunchly criticized "patient Negroes" and told the congregation that "the freedom train is running and no one's going to stop
it." "I've been patient 42 years," he exclaimed, and "that's long
enough."" State executive field secretary Robert Saunders lauded
the local branch for rejecting "all gradual arguments" and "pushing
for immediate integration," despite local opposition from conservative black leaders. Regarding the successful cooperation between
the NAACP and black ministers, Saunders observed, "Ministers are
taking instructions from branch officials and are calling for more
integration in buses." One black resident riding a bus route frequented by whites recalled, "I've been riding up front where there
are empty seats since about three days. No one says anything to me
nor have any white people gotten up to move in front." While some
black passengers continued to sit at the back of the bus out of racial
custom, others began riding up front without h a r a s ~ m e n t . ~ ~
65. Rabby, The Pain and the Promise, 51.
66. NAACP Press Release, January 15, 1957, Part 111, G23 NAACP Papers.
67. "End Hate by Loving, Pastor Asks NAACP," Miami Herald, 4 May 1957.
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On August 8, 1957,Judge Choate officially ordered the end of
bus desegregation and instructed the Miami Transit Company and
city of Miami officials to stop racial discrimination on all forms of
transportation. Despite the legal maneuvering and stalling tactics
of the city commissioners, the local NAACP's ensuing victory in the
Fifth Court of Appeals in New Orleans ultimately ended bus segregation in ~ i a m i . ~ '
While the NAACP discouraged the kind of mass protest that
took place in Tallahassee, the Miami chapter's legal triumph
bolstered its emergence as one of the most active branches in
the state. By the mid-1950s, the Dade County Council of
NAACP branches rivaled the Jacksonville chapter in membership. In 1957, Florida NAACP leader Robert Saunders
informed Gloster Current, national director of branches, about
the profound impact of Miami's successful court battles, including the favorable bus ruling and a legal victory against the
Miami Springs Golf Club's "Monday Only" policy for black
patrons.70 With the overwhelming support of the black community, Saunders described the Miami branch as being "in a better
position now than any NAACP branch has ever been in this
stateeV7l
Conventional views of the NAACP as conservative ignore the
counterattack of white supremacy groups that increasingly threatened the Miami branch's integrationist efforts. During the black
freedom struggle in Georgia, historian Stephen Tuck pointed out,
the "NAACP, which is receiving increasing scholarly attention, was
the dominant protest organization in the state."72As the most vis-

68. Robert W. Saunders to Gloster B. Current, January 19, 1957, Part 111, G23
NAACP Papers.
69. "Appeal by City Delays Bus Integration," Miami T i m , 24 August 1957.
70. "Golf Course Ordered Integrated," Miami Times, 4 May 1957; "The City Loses
Golf Appeal" Miami Times, 22 March 1958. The bus desegregation fight paralleled the NAACP's protracted legal struggle against the Miami Springs
Country Club golf course. After the City Commission leased the golf course
to a private owner attorney G.E. Graves immediately filed a suit petitioning
the court to include the clubhouse along with "all other parts or portions" of
the golf course as desegregated areas and facilities.
71. Robert W. Saunders to Gloster B. Current, January 19, 1957, NAACP Papers,
Part 111, C23.
72. Stephen Tuck, Beyond Atlanta, 3. See also Armstead L. Robinson and Patricia
Sullivan, eds., New Directions in Civil Rights Studies (Charlottesville: University
Press of Virginia, 1991).
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ible activists, organized white resistance against NAACP officials
intensified following their legal assault on Jim Crow and investigation into the extralegal activities of pro-segregation groups.
Miami NAACP officials were targeted for assassination during
their efforts to protect an African American musician after he
moved his family into an exclusively white neighborhood in 1957.
In early February, Miami organizers of notorious segregationist
John Kasper's Seaboard White Citizens' Council (SWCC) and the
Dade County Property Owners' Association (DCPOA) organized
behind the campaign to terrorize Frank Legree. Members of the
Council picketed in front of his home with a poster that read:
"Nigger! Get Out!" Legree soon contacted the NAACP in fear of
his life and family's safety.73 NAACP Attorney Graves paid
Hampton Earl Shaver, a member of the SWCC, to provide information on the sinister intentions of both segregationist groups.
According to Graves's informant, white supremacist leader John
Kasper chose Miami as one of the first Florida cities to launch a
new southern chapter because the city's segregationist leaders
"were not tough enough."74 He disclosed the Council's plot to
burn a cross in front of Legree's house, followed by an assassination of the most prominent members of the NAACP executive
board including Gibson, Perry, Graves, state president Joseph A.
Reddick and attorney Edwin Davis. Graves notified the police, the
state attorney general, and the local press and all parties waited
patiently for the arrival of the SWCC leaders, who were arrested
when they appeared at Legree's home.75 Local intimidation failed
to stop the NAACP civil rights efforts, but continued activism soon
attracted a more highly placed audience.
The Miami branch's high-profile cases, particularly its school
desegregation activities, ultimately drew the attention of the
Florida Legislative Investigation Committee (FLIC), better known
as the Johns Committee in recognition of the committee chair,

73. "He Won't Be Forced From His Home, Legree Says," Miami Nms, 3 March
1957.
74. "Probe Again Told of Dynamite Talk," Miami Herald, 1 March 1957.
75. Marvin Dunn, Black Miami in the Twentieth Century (Gainesville: University of
Florida, 1997), 208-210; "The Daring Plot against Miami Negroes," Jet, 28
(March 1957). On March 6, 1957, municipal Judge Mitchell Coldman sentenced the men to sixty days in jail and $500.00 fines for unlawful assembly
and intimidation. "4 Guilty in Bias Case: Miami Men Tried to Burn Cross on
Negro's Lawn," New Ywk Times, 7 March 1957.
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Charley E. Johns, a committed segregationist. On June 12, 1956,
Father Gibson, DCCNB chairman Otis James, Dr. John 0. Brown
and Liberty City chapter president Richard Powell, along with two
other NAACP members filed Florida's first school desegregation
suit on behalf of their children. Attorney G.E. Graves told the
local white press that "Florida has been chosen as the new battleground by the national NAACP officials in their campaign to erase
the color line."76
As in other parts of the South, the Johns Committee became
part of the massive resistance effort to circumvent Brown and
thwart the integrationist efforts of the NAACP and the Miami
chapter became the chief target of the special investigative committee's attempt to prove Communist infiltration in the civil rights
organization." In 1958,Johns identified Miami as the next site to
conduct its official hearings and professed to "name names, places
and dates of a Communist conspiracy to start a racial revolution in
the ~outh."~"iami's
history of left-wing labor and Jewish
activism, followed by its postwar demographic changes and increasingly heterogeneous population heightened North Florida legislators' fears that the rural Old South racial traditions were coming
under attack and raised suspicions about subversive activity in
South Florida. Regarding Miami's emergence as the main target
of the committee, Rev. Graham explained that the city "was the
natural place to draw the battle lines.'' He attributed the "liberal
trend in Miami and Dade County," and "provincial prejudice of
the northern part of the state" to the spotlight on South ~ l o r i d a . ~ ~
In light of the growing number of anti-NAACP attacks, Joseph
Reddick, state president and co-chairman of the 1957 membership
drive asserted, "We are beginning to feel confident that recent

76. Ruth Mr. Perry to Roy Wilkins, February 10, 1956, Part 111, G 2 3 NAACP
Papers; Juanita Green, "Integration Asked," Miami Herald, 13June 1956; Dom
Bonafede, "Integration Suit Filed by NAACP," Miami Daily News, 13June 1956.
77. Numan Bartley, The Rise of Massive Resistance; Race and Politics in the South during the 1950s (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1999); Neil R.
McMillen, The Citizens' Council: Organized Resistance to the Second Reconstruction,
1954-1954 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1971) , 101; Jeff Wood, Black
Struggle, Red Scare: Segregation and Anti-Communism (Baton Rouge: Louisiana
State University Press, 2004), 123.
78. Bonnie Stark, "McCarthyism in Florida," 71.
'79. Florence Morgenroth, "Organization and Activities of the America Civil
Liberties Union in Miami, 1955-1966," ( M.A. Thesis, University of Miami,
1966), 33.
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happenings in the State and Legislature and threats to curtail
NAACP activities have done more to rally public support to the
association than ever before."80
At the height of the Johns Committee investigation and school
desegregation fight, the Miami NAACP came under increasing fire
from the city's conservatives during the hotly contested 1958 legislative campaign between the racially liberal incumbent
RepresentativeJohn "Jack" Orr of Dade County and ultra-segregationist David C. Eldredge. Orr's lone vote against four segregation
bills in the state legislature two years earlier, honorary membership in the Miami NAACP, and strong backing from the city's
racially liberal Jewish activists emboldened Eldredge's red-and
race-baiting campaign.81 Hostile opposition to Orr intensified
after the NAACP offered to suspend its litigation for a trial period
in support of his newly proposed school desegregation plan. The
Eldredge camp immediately released an inflammatory political
advertisement that read: JOHN B. ORR JR. AND NAACP ARE
TRYING AGAIN TO FORCE MIXING OF THE RACES. Eldredge
reminded Floridians that Orr opposed an appropriation bill to
finance the Johns Committee's anti-NAACP crusade.82
Eldredge claimed that Orr had become a political pawn of the
Miami chapter's campaign to force integration on southern
whites, and the Miami Times noted that "Race, integration of
schools, and the NAACP were battle axes" for Orr's staunch opponent. Eldredge's claims convinced many voters and the segregationist won the election. Shortly after the election Ruth Perry
wrote Roy Wilkins, executive secretary of the national NAACP, to
inform him that Eldredge's victory dealt "a bitter blow to all liberals in ~ i a r n i . "Although
~~
Orr's defeat sent a strong anti-integrationist message to local civil rights activists, his loss intensified the
NAACP's push for school integration.
80. "Steel, Roosevelt to Address NAACP Membership Meeting" Miami Times,
27 April 1957.
81. Raymond Mohl, South ofthe South, 127.
82. Miami Herald, 28 September 1958. Under Orr's proposal, a "junior legislature" comprised of student elected senior and junior students from both
races would study the integration problems in Dade County during the spring
and submit a plan for peaceful gradual compliance with the Supreme Court
decision the following summer. Bert Collier, "Orr Would Let Pupils Take
Lead, "Miami Herald, 25 September 1958.
83. Miami Times, 20 September 1958; Ruth W. Perry to Roy Wilkins, October 31,
1958, Part 111, C23 NAACP Papers.
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ELDRE.DGE YOURSTATE REPRESENTATIVE Eldredge political advertisement in the Miami Herald. Image courtesy of Black
Archives and Research Foundation of South Florida, Inc.
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After two federal court dismissals and a successful appeal
reversing the second decision, the court finally granted the Miami
branch a hearing before Judge Joseph P. Lieb to determine the
future disposition of Gibson v. Dade County, the school suit originally filed by Father Gibson, among other NAACP leaders in 1956.
Attorney G.E. Graves told Miami News reporters that the NAACP
planned to "knock out integration as unconstitutional in the system" and strongly believed that the Gibson case "is in the nature of
a test to determine the constitutionality" of Florida's pupil assignment law.84
In fact, Miami became the battlefront in the struggle for
school desegregation in Florida, pitting the NAACP's legal fight
against moderate segregationist Governor LeRoy Collins' view of
token integration in Dade County public schools as the only
option to validate the pupil assignment law and avert massive
resistance. By the late 1950s, Florida stood out as one of the seven
states that had made no attempts toward school integration.
However, after the local chapter's protracted fight to admit four
black plaintiffs at Orchard Villa Elementary School, the school
board made preparations for voluntarily desegregation in 1958
and announced its decision the following year. School officials
met secretly with Collins before reaching their final decision, and
board member Robert S. Butler stated, "My opinion is, in view of
existing conditions, we have no alternative but to follow the law."85
The influx of African American families into the rapidly changing
all-white neighborhood near Orchard Villa critically influenced
the board's decision to endorse voluntary desegregation. After the
announcement, civil rights Mary Athalie Range, president of the
Liberty City Elementary Parent Teachers' Association (PTA) and
community leader, declared, "I don't feel that anything has been
accomplished. Even if no one had applied for admission to this
school, it would still be Negro in the

84. Henry Cavendish, "Integration Hearing Is Opened," Miami News, 16
December 1957. The assignment law placed the burden of proof on black
parents who had to show that school officials employed race to exclude their
children from white schools. As Numan Bartley observed, "Thelocally administered pupil assignment plan was the legislative connivance most discussed in
the peripheral South,"because it legally circumvented Brown.
85. Louis Blanchard, "ExperimentSet At Orchard Villa,"Miami News, 18 February
1959.
86. "We'll Push Suits, NAACP Chief Says," Miami News, 19 February 1959.
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Nonetheless, the board's plan to launch the state's first "experiment" ignited a counterattack from Florida legislators who
increased their massive resistance efforts by signing a "manifesto"
and introducing over thirty anti-integration measures including a
"last resort" bill that called for closing the state's schools rather
than submit to integration. Despite Florida's calm response immediately following Brown, lawmakers advocated increasingly strident
massive resistance measures and strongly opposed Collins' racial
moderation. House Speaker Thomas D. Beasley had proudly
voted against the legislature's school closing bill in the last session,
but he described the Orchard Villa decision as "an outrage" and
vowed to support the last resort measure this time "if no other solution presents it~elf."~'
In September 1959, the Orchard Villa Elementary School
became the first integrated school in Florida. By early October,
the school board had assigned an estimated 3'79 black students to
the school and appointed a black principal along with an all-black
staff. As expected, Governor Collins hailed the "token integration"
as a great victory, while NAACP officials and liberal Jewish activists
criticized the school board's so-called good faith school "experiment." Shirley Zoloth, chairperson of the recently established
Miami Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) chapter, declared,
"The good faith of the Dade County School Board, even in applying the letter of the law, remains to be proved."88 Although Ruth
Perry commended the city's relatively peaceful desegregation
process, she asserted that those "living in the Miami area somewhat
smooth over the evidences of prejudices and discrimination and
cover with a little whitewash so that it isn't too apparent."89
Frustrations over the glacial pace of integration coincided with the

"Legislators Will Fight Dade Plan," Miami Herald, February 19, 1959. For more
on the Miami NAACP and school integration see Shirley Zoloth, "Miami
Integration: Silence Causes Failure," The Southern Patriot, 17, no. 10
(December 1959), 1-3; "We'll Push Suits, NAACP Chief Says," Miami News,
February 19, 1959; Florida Council on Human Relation, Dade County
Council on Community Relations, "Save Our Schools" Southern Regional
Council Papers, microfilm edition, Reel 141; "Dade Council Moves to Keep
Schools Open,"Jewish Flon'dian, 6 February 1959; "Gibson Case Ruling Seen as
Pupil Breakthrough," Miami Times, 12 December 1959.
88. Shirley Zoloth, "Miami Integration: Silence Causes Failure," The Southemz
Patriot 1'7 (December 1959), 2.
89. Ruth Perry, "Along Freedom's Road,"Miami Times, 10 October 1959, clipping,
Perry Files, Special Collections, University of South Florida, Tampa, Florida.
8'7.
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Johns Committee's mounting attacks on Miami NAACP officials
for its refusal to produce local membership lists, an act of intimidation that had the potential to destroy the organization.
While elsewhere in the South legislatures successfully outlawed or suspended the NAACP, the Johns Committee failed to
halt the Miami branch's integrationist fight in South ~ l o r i d a In
.~~
fact, when the Johns Committee resumed its investigation in early
November 1959 the Miami Times editorialized, "It is by no means
accidental that this inquiry was hurriedly calledjust a few days after
the Miami branch began an intensified campaign to integrate
Miami and Dade County public facilitie~."~~
During this period the
local chapter faced one of its toughest challenges when Gibson
and Graham were held in contempt for refusing to cooperate with
the committee. The Florida Supreme Court affirmed the circuit
court's ruling against Gibson while reversing the verdict for
Graham. Gibson's battle against the committee's witch-hunt finally culminated in a favorable 1963 U.S. Supreme Court ruling that
secured the NAACP's survival within the state.
The Miami chapter of the NAACP's famous struggle against
the Johns Committee represented an important part of its enduring legal assault on the system of white supremacy in South
Florida. Civil Rights activists across the state hailed Father Gibson
for his legal victory and successful fight to protect those engaged
in the fight to dismantle Jim Crow in Miami. The local chapter's
dominant role in all aspects of the civil rights struggle demonstrates how Miami's peculiar racial climate influenced its less
explosive southern movement in comparison to other parts of
Florida and the South.
The post-WWII activism of branch leaders spearheading the
struggle for first-class citizenship following Brown also reinforces
the significance of early black protest before the "classical" period
while reexamining traditional views of the civil rights organization

90. Anti-NAACP legislation in Alabama, Louisiana, South Carolina and Texas
severely crippled the civil rights organization. In New Orleans, African
American leaders resorted to forming shadow organizations to conduct civil
rights activism. The NAACP's legal efforts in Texas were severely constrained
by appeals and court-order delays. Although the U.S. Supreme Court would
later overturn the court order to retrieve membership lists in Alabama, the
state sponsored assault on the NAACP shut down its integrationist campaign.
91. "2 Miami NAACP Officials Cited for Contempt," Miami T i m , 7 November
1959. Miami's largest and most prominent public park.
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as conservative. Despite its depleted membership and financial
setback, the Johns Committee failed to debilitate the local branch
completely. The Miami chapter worked with CORE activists and
continued its drive against segregation and coordinated the integration of various public facilities in the 1960s. During the directaction phase of the movement NAACP vice-president Dr. John 0.
Brown became the president of Miami CORE. Frustrated with the
slow pace of the mayoral appointed biracial committee, leading
members of the NAACP, CORE and Interdenominational
Ministers' Alliance (IMA) formed the Committee for Human
Dignity (CHD) in 1960. After picketing and demonstrations,
behind the scenes negotiations between the CHD, white businessmen and city officials resulted in the peaceful desegregation of
public accommodations. As direct-action organizations like CORE
took center stage in the local black freedom struggle, historical
attention shifted to the mass movements and early agitation of the
nation's oldest civil rights organization faded from memory.
Returning the historiography to the efforts of the NAACP expands
and complicates our understanding of the civil rights struggle.
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